
Affordable  infotainment
system

Honestly for the price its a great unit that will do it all,
but you do get what you pay for so the price point is the
reason for my 5 star rating.

This is a sleek and easy to install unit. As long as you have
the basic tools for electronics you will be able to install
easy. Great GPS as well helped me on a 3 hour trip today.

But what is most important about any product is the service
you get after. Pumpkin was very quick to resolve a few slight
problems I had. Their employee Chloe, that i worked with, was
very polite, prompt and took care of my problems. I was very
very surprised with how well the interaction went. So what I
am saying is, If your on the fence about this unit, buy with
confidence, because if you were to have a problem you will
have great support to assist you. Would recommend the product
and the company. A++ in my book. Well done.
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Camry  navigation  stereo
review

Put this Pumpkin Android 10 double din car stereo in a Camry.
Wasn’t sure on some of the instillation. Sent email to the
support that they have and they replied quickly. They even
followed up to make sure everything was working properly. (I
was the one who didn’t thoroughly read the instructions which
caused me to be unsure, my answer was right in front of my
face in black and white). The unit is user friendly and has
awesome features. Can’t wait to see what the next thing these
guys come up with. Will recommend to anyone. The screen is
clear and responds well!
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Good item and great customer
service

This is a review of a cheap Pumpkin head unit with some nicer
features like GPS and a decent amount of memory. The unit
seems responsive and fast. The screen is not the brightest out
of the box and has no obvious knobs to adjust it but if you go
into settings (admittedly quite buried in the menus) then you
can get brightness and contrast to be OK for daily driving.
The sound output is great for my system (I only have two
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channels)  but  not  sure  it  would  be  great  for  surround.
Everything about this unit is cheap but not cheap.  Actually,
you do not need a manual – all the pinouts are available in
the settings once you power on the unit. The wires are all
labeled well (like speaker wires have labels) and the wires on
my unit follow standard codes so, for example, my sound was
good the first time I hooked everything up. Best of all, when
I made a mistake and failed to properly hook up the reverse
wire, their tech support spent two days with me by email
helping me troubleshoot. It was slow but I have to admire the
commitment to the customer.

I just installed the unit so I have no idea if the screen will
last or anything to do with longevity. I also think that if
you  have  a  few  hundred  dollars  extra  and  don’t  want  the
installation hassle then maybe buy a brand name and have the
dealer install it. If money matters though, then this unit is
an impressive bargain for the money.


